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Definitions and Preliminary.Remarks 
Properties of real-valued functions y = f (x) can be 
exhibited geometrically by a g·raph. However, for functions of 
" 
complex variables w=f{z) no such graphical representation is 
P·Ossible because a plane is needed for the representation of z 
since it is a function of x and y. Some properties of a 
functional relation between z and w can be displayed by 
.corresponding points of z tow. It is easier to understand 
and simpler to draw if we represent wand z in two different 
complex planes. The correspondence between points in the two 
planes is called a mapping of the points in the z-plane into 
points of thew-plane by the function f. Corresponding points 
are called images of each other. 
A mapping is said to be conformal if the angle· between 
.every pair of curves at each point of some domain is preserved. 
, 
That is, the image of each fig·ure near the point conforms to 
the original figure in the sense that it has approximately the 
same shape. 
In conformal mapping a basic constituent is the 
rteighborhood of some point, say z0 • A neighborhood consists 
of all points o.f a disk with radius E and center at Zo but exclud-
ing the points of the boundary circle·. Numerically this can be 
written I z-zol < E . 
The point z O is a limit point for a set of points. S 
if every neighborhood of z o contains points,. other than z0 , of 
s. An interior point z 0 of S is a point of S such that some 
'··--. - neighborhood of z 0 contains only point-s of s. If each neighbor-
hood oi' z'o contains p'6ints iii-" S as ,-,ell as points not in ·s-,· .. --.. ·-·-· · .. ···~-~-~u-
. '.:.:,.,.,... • .... -!"'<"" ... .. ,...- ... - ... _ 
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then z0 is a boundary point of S. 
An open region is a set that contains only interior 
points and a closed region is a bounded region that includes all· 
of its limit points. 
A region is connected if each pair of ·points can be 
. joined by some continuous chain of a finite number of line seg-
ments, all points of which lie in the region. Thus a domain will 
be defined as an open connected region. 
In this paper we shall refer to the term analytic as 
pointwise terminology. A function f is analytic at a point z 0 
of some domain D if it is single-valued and has a derivative 
at z 0 • If a function f is analytic in a whole domain D ,. we say 
.it is reg·ular in D. 
An important concept in conformal mapping is the idea of 
analytic continuation. If fi is a regular function in domain D~, 
anq. D1 is another domain having a part D · in common with Di, then 
a function f 2 is said to be an analytic continuation of fi in D2 
if f 2 is analytic at each point of D2 and coincides identically 
with r1 in D. 
In what follows we shall frequently have to make use of' 
an important theorem which we shall not prove but which we state 
here for future reference. Let us rirst recall that reflection in 
a circle is mapping by reciprocal radii and a mapping that takes a 
straight line into a circle takes points related by reflection in 
the line into points related by reflection in the circle. Now if 
w =f (z) is analytic in the interior of a reg·ion whose boundary is 
i I·' Dj partly formed by a circular arc C and f(z) is continuous in the 
... 
extended domain consisting of the region and the arc C of the 
...... •• "'1'1'' 
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z-plane and if the values it assumes on C lie on a circular arc E 
of the w--plane, then the values assumed by f(z) on points related 
by reflection in Care in turn related by reflection in E. This 
theorem is known, as Sc·hwarz I s reflection or symmetry principle. 
However, more us·eful in our case will be a generaliza-
' tion of this· theorem. If w=f(z) maps a domain D onto a domain D' 
and if, in this mapping, an analytic boundary arc C of D corres-
ponds to an analytic boundary arc E of D' then f(z) is regular 
at the points of C. This: theorem will enable us, under certain 
conditions, to draw conclusions about the behavior of the mapping, 
in some region if we know how the mapping acts in another region. 
1. Conformalitz of w:. f(z) 
Let us first of all examine the behavior of two differ-
entiable arcs Ci and c2 , meeting at an angle o( at z O in a domain 
D of the z-plane, under the transformation w = f (z), where r is 
analytic in D and r' (zo )\0. Take a point z.1. on C1.: and z 1 on C'2. 
such that lzi-z0 I and lz2-z0 I have the valuer. Thus we have 
) ~~ ·e ( zi -z0 =re and (z1 -z0 ) =re~ 2, where ei. is the angle between the 
ray fz~-z 0 I and the positive x-axis, i=l,2. Hence as r--+O, 0 2 -eJ.-.°'-
i.e. c,l=lim arg ~Z1.-Zo~• Now let Wi.=f(ZL,), i-=0,1,2; and, let the 
Z.:1 -z0 
two arcs Si. and S2 be the images of Ci and C 2 respectively, 
meeting at w0 at an angle f. We know that Si. and S2 are differ-
entiable since f is an analytic function. Then we have 
f(Z1) -f(Zr) 
~ = lim arg (w, -We) ::. lim arg f (z1 )-f (z,J = lim arg Z2 -zo 
r~o Cw, -w0 ) - r-.o f(z1.) -f(z) r-.o f(zj,)-f(z 0 ) 
zi. -z0 
As r-+ O both z 2 and zi-+ z0 ; and 
.r' ···- • 
... 
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lim rCz, )-r Cz a> :. r' fzo )'=lim f(za.) :r Cz.) • S1llce r 'Czo>~o, 
r_.o Zt -Zo .~o z-, Zo . 
tt=lim Z.i-Z'o :ct.. Thus the angle formed at Zo is exactly that 
,... r~o Z-1-Z"o 
of its image at w0 • Examining the expressions for °'- and~ we 
see that the sense of the angles is preserved. We have thus 
proved the f ollo-vj_ng important theorem in conformal mapping: 
At each point z of a domain D where f is analytic and f 1 (z)~O, 
the mapping w=f (z) is confo,rmal. The theorem breaks dlo,m if 
f' (z):O because in our proof (} would then be undefined. 
Z-. The Bilinear TransfoJrmation 
Let us now examine the· bilinear trans£ormat1on 
a~+b lr-cz+d , , wherEF ad-bC'\0. 
and a,b,e,d are complex constants. If ad-bc:o,· the transformation 
maps every point of the z-plane into the single point w = ~ , 
\ 
or else is not defined and in either ease would exelude a 
( ) =dw:tb c·onformal map. If we, so,lve 2·.1 ·. for z we have z:. ~ =· ae This 
shows that the inverse of a bilinear transformation is again 
a bilinear· transformationo Another property easily verified 
is a bilinear transformation of a bilinear transformation is 
again a bilinear tll"ansf oFID.ation. By Substituting z: a1 z,a. + bi in 
( ... 2.1), whe,..e b 1 t t t Ci Z.i+dj. 
,. 
J£. a, , e, arer comp ex cons mi s we ge 
y = ('aa4 +be~ z4{,-a1 b~ -o-d~ b 
('ea4tdci )~ z-1 + c b:t. + di d 






is a partieular case of the bilinear transformation where c-=o .. , 
d=l. Let us :f'irst consider just w=az, that is, v =la\ ei.+ re46 -:. lal rei(e++) 
Thus by this transformation the original point z, as a vec~~r 
,) 
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- , .. 
emanating ~rom the origin, 1 is either stretched or shrunk, 
acco·rding to I al ,~ and turned through an angle tp • By this 
mapping·, the image of a ci:rcle is again a circle. By adding the 
'\ 
complex constant b to the expression w=az we translate the figure 
in·a rigid- motion , i.e. move it without d1st.orting its size 
or s·hape. The figure obtained from w=az is moved along the real 
axis the amount Re(b) and moved along the imaginary axis the 
amount Iil(b) • Tlds translation also carries circles into circles 
if w=az does, sinee 1 t only mov1.es the figure without changing 
its size or shape. 
Another partieular case of the bilinear transformation is 
1 
1'.r. - -w.- z- ,. 
1 -i-• that is, where a:O:d· and b=c. Let w;r e ,_ thus arg w:- arg z. 
and if z is outside the llDi t 
Moreover if I zl = 1 then , lwl = 1 
circle, 
and the 
vis inside and vice versa. 
positive sense of w will 
\J 
be negative that of z. 
In the xy - plane circles are given by 
(2.4) x2+ y 1+Ax+By+C=o·. 
If we let x:r cose,. Y,=r sine,· that is polar coordinates , 
(2.4) becomes 
(2.5) r·2+ r(A cos a + B sins)'+ c·=o. 
If we let I wl • ~ and arg w:;: cj> then t> : ~ and ff,: -Band (2. 5') becomes 
l. l (2.6) e\, + ~A cos~ - B sin+) + C ;_o . 
If c\O (2.6)' becomes l+e(J. costf- B sincp + e~c:c+ e~ eostf>-
B sin f ) + ~ ... = o which is again in the form of the equation of 
a c,ircle. 
l , 1 , If c=O we have (" + e(A cos~ '"'.' B sin f ):0, vhich is 
.... .. ........ _... . ... .... . ... 
- ..... ' ......... ,,. ..................... _ ........... -- ~ 
' ...... 
-·~ ,• .. _ .. ..., -
• ,J ,-
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A~cos<\, - B(>sin<\>+ 1:: A Re(w) -B Im(w) + l=O. Re(w) would be given 
as u and Im(w)= v, hence A Re(w) -B. Im(w) + 1 : Au -Bv + 1:0 which 
is the equation of a straight line. If we think of straight 
lines as circles that pass through the point at infinity we 
then have that (2.3) maps circles onto circles. 
' Now that we know that circles can be mapped onto circles 
we now wish to show that if w = f (z) is analytic and takes the -
interior of a circle onto the interior of another circle, then 
w:. f (z) is a bilinear transformation. Let us not consider m~ppings 
o·f the kind w = z2 , for this would not be one-to-one, the w-plane 
being covered twice. 
Suppose we have w=f(z) taking a eircle C in t·he z-plane 
w:kth center at z =oL onto the circle S in the w-plane. Without 
loss of generality we may assume ol is at the origin. The center 
of. C maps into f (0) =@ , where ~ is not necessarily the center 
of S. Then by another mapping w.1-: wi (w) we map S onto another 
circle T, such that w.i. (~)= 6, where o is the center of T. To do 
this last mapping, suppose we take anothercircle R through ~ 
which intersects Sat right angles and whose diameter through 
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Suppose further we let w = 't be the other end of the 
diameter of R through w=~ • Then the transrormation wi. = 1 
w -~ 
maps S into T. It also maps R and the diameter from ~ to lt into 
straight lines perpendicular to T. They are mapped into straight 
lines since both pass through w = 't. -The map of R is perpendic-
ular to T sinc·e R and S intersect at right angles and' we have 
a conformal map. Also the diameter from@ tot is perpendicular 
--
to S since it is a continuation of a radius. Thus we have two 
straight lines inside a circle. perpendicular to the circle, 
hence they are diameters. Since ~ is mapped onto the intersec-
tion of two diameters ~ , b is the center o:f T. 
Let us consider 
(2 .• 7) 
where f(O) is~, and r is defined as above. As before fi (z) will 
map the interior of C onto the interio·r of T such that o, the 
center of c, g·oes into ~, the center of T, that is, f .i. (O) = ~. 
The same will be true for g(z) = fi (z)- b except the circle T now 
has g (0) = o .• Let us 
(2.8) 
analyze further the function 
h(z) = g(z) • 
z 
Since g(O)=O,, g(z) has an expansion, 
g(z) = ai z + a2 z 1 + -- :: z [a1 + a 2z + --- J . 
near z = O. h(z) is equal to the.: bracket in the last equation, and 
hence is regular at z = o, as well as throughout the domain bounded 
by c. Moreover, h(z) ~ 0 in the domain. 
The interio·r of T is covered only once by g (z) and 
thus gives rise to one zero at z = O; but, this- zero has been 
, ................... . 
. ' 
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taken care of by the term z·1 • Moreover, lh(z)I is constant on 
C and the, eente·r of both C and T may be considered to be the· 
origin. As a matter or· fact,on C both I z I and I g(z) I are constant. 
The fU!lction I h(z) I therefore is free ot: z.eros interior of C 
and is of constant value; hence, by Liouville's theorem it re-
duces to a constant. Hence g(z) :: Kz which shows f(z) is a 
bilinear transformation. 
3. Analytic Continuation 
We now wish to show that if two domains D1 and D2 have 
a common boundary c, and regular functions fi.(z) and f 2 (z) are 
defined in D1 and Dz respectively such that the :{.imi t as z 
• I 
appr·oaches C pf f:i. (z) and ·f2 (z) coincide and are continuous on 
c, then fi (z) and f 2 (z) are analytic c·ontinuations of each other. 
To show this, construct a simple closed curve f such 
that C divides f into two curves ~1. and <p 2 • Let Bi be the region 
bounded by 4>1 and C and let B1 be the region bounded by <f, 2 and 
C. Then define a function f(z) in! such that f truces on the 
values f 1 when z is in B.1 and f z when z is in B2 and the values 
of the common limit of r1 and f 2 along the part of C which is 
inside f. Then the value o:f 
t 
(3.1) 1 f( !2 d} 
211"1 r.1 i .. z ' 
where T;.. is the boundary of B1, is f(z) when z i.s in B1 and 0 
when z is in B2 • Likewise 
(3.2) 1 f <i> d 1 
21fi 1 .. z 1i ' 
\ 
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where T,. is the boundary of' Bz, is f (z) when z is in B2 and 0 
when z is in Bi. ']his result is obtained from the Cauchy Integral 
Formula. Now the value of 
will~be the same as the 
" 
1 f(f) d ~ 
21fi !f-z f' 
integral along ~ plus the integral 
along I;_, since in these last two integrals, the integral over 
C cancels out. Thus 
1 f(j) d~=f(z) 
2lr.i. i f - z ' . 
regardless of whether z is in Bi or Bz· Hence f(z) is regular 
in the interior of t . Therefore fi (z) and f 2(z) are the values 
of one and the same function in the domains B1 and B2• There-
fore they are direct analytic continuations of each other. 
4. Riemann Mapping Theorem 
We now wish to answer the question, "If we .are given 
any two simply-connected domains D and n1 whose boundary consists 
of more than one point, is there an analytic function w = f (z) 
which maps one domain onto the other? 11 Two domains whic·h can 
be mapped conformally onto each other are conformally 
equivalent. The fact that all simply-connected domains with 
more than one boundary point are conformally equivalent is known 
as the Riemann Mapping Theorem. It will suffice if one of the 
two domains is a circle • 
.. 
By the hypothesis there exist two boundary points of 
D, say a and b. Let us c·onsider 
(4.1) P(z):~ /,_z ____ a_ 
V z - b • 
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The only singularities of p(z.) are the points a and b. 
Since a and bare boundary points, p(z) is regular at all 
interior points of D. Since Dis simply-connected it follows 
by the Monodromy Theorem1 that p(z) is single-valued. Let z~ and 
z z be distinct points in D, and consider 
"'-.., 
Z1 .. a and ~z~ - a 
z 1 - b b • z -l. 
zi-a Zz.-a The squares of these expressions, and - are not 
Zt - b z 2 - b t 
'' . "l" . . . -~; . .;. .. . .. . ·;; .. 
,;. .... , 
'~ ..... ~ .... -· • .. j:;., • , . ...,.,., 
equal since zi ~ z 1 • Hence p(z) is univalent also. It is also , 
true that p(z) can not take on values ot.. and -cl.in p. Suppose 
ol=·/z1 - a and 
,,Vz1 -b 
_, z 3 - a 
--C(.= I ' 
z 2.. - b 
which is impossible unless z1 = z 2 • Thus w = p{z) maps D onto a 
domain D1 . If w0 is one of the points of D 1 there exists. a n_eigh-
borhood lw - w0 l<Swhich is contained in n1 • Since n1 cannot 1 
have the values 'Wo and -wo, the neighborhood lw+ wol<a will be 
outside of n1 . Thus l p(z) + w0 I~~, with z in D, and the function 
fi(z)= p(z)E+wo satisfies lr.1.Cz)l~1 at all points of D. Since 
~i (z) is obtained from p(z) by a bilinear transformation, it is 
regular and univalent in D. 
So far we have shown that there exists an analytic 
> 
-function f (z) which i·s regtrlar and univalent in D such that 
I f(z) I~ ,1, with z in D. Now suppose M is the set of aj_l fu.nctions 
. \ 
(1) An analytic function f(z) which is regular in a simply-
connected domain Dis also single-valued in D. 
·- .. -·· _: ... _ .. ·- ·-
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:r(z) regular in D such that l f(z) I~ J(z), that is, has a finite 
upper bound depending on f(z). Also each f(z) gives a simple 
mapping of D and at some rixed point z0ED, f(z) satisfies 
(4.2) 
A simple mapping is a mapping in which the image region is 
simple.Mis' not empty as the example of f~(z) shows. Now suppose 
we let 1 be the g,reatest lower bound of all JA(f), that is, 1 is 
the least of all ~he )A's. Thus Ir,, I can exceed 1 by only a very 
little for all large eno~gh n. By Vitali 1s Double Series Theorem2 
a subsequence of the fr\ converges uniformly to a limit function 
for almost all n. To simplify the notation suppose fn is the 
convergent subsequence;and denote the limit function by f(z). 
Then f(z 0 ) = o, ·o< f 1 (z 0 )~ 1. Thus the limit function is not a 
) 
constant and therefore represents a simple mapping of·- D. 
Furthermore p(f)~ 1 holds since f{z) is a limit func,tion of fn(z) 
whose }l.(f") is greater then 1 by an arbitrarily small amount 
{ 
if n is sufficiently large. Thus f(z) is in M and ~(f) = 1 . 
... 
So far we have shown that D mapping into I w I< 1 contains 
.,,, -
Jl.O points outside this region. However, 1.ve do not know if in 
the region I wl < 1 there are points which are ·not the image of 
s·ome point in D; that is, the interior of the disk I w I< 1 may 
. ' 
contain boundary p,oints. This would imply that there exists a 
(2) Let sn (z)=f f;. (z). For all n, let I s 11 (z)I~ M in I zl<r, where . 
M is independent of n. Let f:.r. (z)=lim s.,(z) conve!ge at all points o L .n-..ao 
z:zk, (k=l, 2,---) that have a point of accumulation at z::O, 
then f. fi(z) converges uniformly in lzl~p<r for eve:ry p<r. 0 - . -- . -·-
_, - ...... ..:...... • ·- ........ p • 
~I• ....;. 
,ff... . • • 
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,, 
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.. 
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furiction ~(z) regular in D that gives a simple mapping o~" D 
and for which +<z 0 ) = o, o< f' (z 0 )~l and f(<p) < 1. This is contra-
dictory to the definition of }"-\ and 1 namely; l<µ. Leto( with 
' loll< 1 be a bo1.U1dary point of Di' the image region of D. Recalling 
~ 
f(z 0 )= o, means each branch of 
(4.3) g(z): / f(z) - of.. V 1 - 2rcz) 
is regular and ·sample in lwl < 1 and µ(g)= 1 since any boundary 
point lwl = 1 is mapped onto g(z) with lg(z) I= 1. We thus pick 
a branch of g(z) an.d form 
(lJ..4) h(z): g(z)- g(zo) 
• 
1 - g(zo)f(z) 
,Now h(z 0 ) = 0 and p (h) = 1 in D. But h(z) ~ M since its derivative 
. . . . '"' ' •. --. . , .. - ____ ,.:J 
........ ·. . .... tl(J 
·· at · z 0 is 1 + f c(.I > 1, from which we see that 1 + -lol I = 2{;;;; + (l-vCii>1"> 
2 "-~ 
2 .(idJ • However, if we look at 
(4.5) k(z) = 2h(zlJ,.....-oL_ 
1 + loll 
we see that it belongs to M and }-\ (k) < 1. But ,M (k) < 1 contradicts 
the definition of 1 and JJ and so w =f(z) must map the domain D 
ont.o the whole disk I w I <; 1. 
The function w:et- 8 f(z), where e1s some constant angle, 
will also map the domain D onto lwl<1. Hence there exists an 
./J 
infinite number of these mappings depending on three conditions. 
Thus if we specify these conditions we will have a unique 
mapping :function. Firs.t we specify a value for 8. Second we 
specify what point a given p·oint z 0 will map into. And thirdly 
we specify what value arg(f 1 (z 0 )) should have. 
.. . .,; ;. . 
..... 
"[.'J1• !.~ ............ f\).", \_ ·-~~-.'M,\"3·. 
. ..--.... ,.~.\ :·~ .. . .,.~. .... :th'l'II·~"'. 
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5. Schwarz - Christoffel Transformation 
From the Riemann mapping theorem we are as·sured that 
any two simply-connected domains with more than one boundary 
. (\ 
point can be mapped conformally into each other. We are now left 
with the problem of finding this function w~h we now know 
exists. We will specifically be interested in the case of a 
function which maps the upper half plane onto a polygon. 
Let D be a _polygon in the w-plane with Trei1 ,1Tci.i,-~-;TTct,. 
the interior ~gle·s and lT,...i,1Tp2 i---,lT,µ,, the exterior angles 
such that 
(5.1) 
From plane geometry we know that the sum of the exterior angles 
of a polygon is 21f; hence, the quantitiesµ£ are connected by 
the relation 
(5.2) . t.J,C i.;:. 2 ' (.2-1. 
If D has a pro j eqting corner JAL> 0, and· if tb~: 'Opposite holds, 
J-AL. < 0. 
Let w = f(z) be the analytic function which maps the 
' upper half plane Im(z) > 0 onto the interior of the polygon D 
and let the points ai,a1,---,an be the preimages of the vertices 
of the polygon at 1Ty.i., iT}lz,---;rrJ..l,, respectively. The n points a'-' 
divide the real z-axis into n parts each of which is ma·pped 
on to a linear segment by w ::. f ( z) • By a g enerali za tion of the 
symmetry principle f(z) is therefore regular at all of the 
points of the real axis except at the points ai,a1 ,---,an• 
Across the interval bounded by succ·essive points, f (z) can be 
continued analytically by simple symmetry. 
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No1~ if a particular function f(z) gives a required 
repres.entation then Af (z) + B, where A and B are complex 
constants and IA\= l, will give the same representation displaced 
to a new position and turned through an angle .. equal to the arg-
ument of A. There will be no change in the size or shape of the 
representation merely a translation and a rotation acting on a 
rigid body so to speak, which is not essential. Hence the func-
tion to be obtained can be expected to be of the form 
(5.3) f 1 (z) -=.Af(z)+ B • 
It will be noted that the ringulari ties of f i ( z) are also a.t 
aL,a1,---,an• 
• 
Now to be a conformal map w = f(z) must be regular and 
r'(z) must not vanish when Im(z)~ O. Hence it follows from (5.3), 
(5.4) d r1og r' (z)l = r; (z~ = r"C,z) - g(z) dz L i rj f ' ( z) f I ( z) -
" l 
·is regular when Im(z)~ 0 except at the points a1 ,~,---,anand 
:is single-valued. 
Inorder .,to determine the character of these singular-
1 ties we consider the behavior of f(z) in a neighborhood of 
the points a~. For the time being we shall assume~none of the 
a~ coincide with the point at infinity. A small section of the 
real axis containing a~ is mapped by· w = f (z) onto two linear seg·- l" 
ments which intersect at an angle lT~~. Let-us now consider the 
:function 
(5.5) ..L h(z)= [!Cz) -f (at Ual• 
near the points z,=at• f(a~) is a constant term; :for e~ch ai.. 
it is a different term of course; however, in the expression 
for h(-z), f.(.~~L) will mer_~_ly trans+ate· ~.Cz) · .-and not ... _?..ffec.:t 1.t .. • •• • t-• • ,.41 
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otherwise, that is, size or shape. As we saw above f(at) meets 
C 1 
at an angle Tie<.t in the w-plane and multiplying this angle by ~t 
leaves us with an angle 1T, o:r a straight line in the w-plane. 
Thus h(z) maps a linear segment onto a linear segment. By the 
generalization to the symmetry pr·inciple it is there~ore regular 
at z=aL• From (5.1) we get olt::l =>·}A;_ and th-qs ft-om (5.5J we have 
(5.6) ffz)=f(al)+ [b(z~ I-µ;. 
where h(zJ is regular at z= ai. and h(ai.)=O, h '(ai)~O. h(z) may 
also be written in the form h(z)=(z - adh,1(z) where h 1(z) is 
regular at z=aL and h:1..(al),o. We can thus deduce 
f ( z )=f (a;Jt-(z - a i.,)t-)Ji.. [bi (ziji-JAt. 
whence 
:fr. II' z l . _M ;_ + k ( z) 
f' (z) = - (z - a,:) 
where k(z) is regular at z:al and the fact that h 1(a,)~O has 
been used. Now us:ing (5.4) we haVie g-(z)+
21 
~i.a. is regular at 
C. 
z~aL. Using this process for all the points a1 ,a2,---,a,, we 
f·ind that the .function 
f 
(5. 7) ~ µ-g .i (z),::g (z)+ fu. z -,'" aL. 
is regular at all points z=a~. But these were the only singular-
ities of the single-valued function g(z). Hence gi (z) is regular 
and s:ingle-valued in the entire plane and hence by Liouville 's 
theorem it reduces to a constant. f(z) is regular at z;oaand 
there:rore has an expansion 
f ( z ):: f (.o)+ c 1 z ·\cz. z- 2+---
near z:.o. Differentiating we find f'(zJ has a zero of second 
order at z =o::> while f" ( z) has a zero of third order there. It 
·- ,.,.;, .... . ·-·· .. ·--·· ........... 
·":· 
.. 
. . . '
\,) 
-· 
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follows therefore that g('zJ vanishes at z=o0. Since (z -at) -i 
also vanishes there we have from (5.7J that g1 (00)=0. As we pointe~ 
out above, g1 (z) is everywhere ·constant, hence gi (z)=O everywhere 
and thus from (5.7) we get 
(5.8) 
U~ing (5.4) we have 
~ g ( z )': f'('zj = f JJ ~ 
-L z -· aa:_ 
i=-J. 
•• 
_dd- [10g f' (z~= - 8:i 
Z ~ z - aL ' 
Now i. = 1. if we- integrate this last expression we get 
log f 1 (z) = -}4.1. log (z-ai )-fi2log (z-a2 )---
and 
• 
Integrating once more we get the result we were seeking 
/ 
f (z)-ol ~ . . d.z, + A 
- ( z-ai )»-i ( z-a 2 )>-' 2 ---( z-a,, )JoA,, , • i:· 0 ~ 
This result (5.9) which we have been seeking is known as the 
SC'hwarz - Christoffel formula where°' and (3 are the integration 
c:onstants· determining the position and size of the polygon. 
(5.9) holds if no:ne of the points a, eoincide with·. 
t' 
z:ooc:,e However, if we app:ly a bilinear transfo:rmation this re-
strictio.n can be removed. IT we transfo:rm the point al"\ into 
the point at infinity by using 
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Now WI'itting all terms like this we get 
(5.12) T · 
f (f) = J ( 1 \fi. ___ ( 1 )>1n-J.( .. !)P.n df ~ b -.!.J b -J:.. -I' j2. 
o 1 1 n-.:1. j . J + <31 ' 
where bL= a~-a~ or some constant. Now using (5.2), (5.12) can 
be gotten in the form 
z 
(5.13) f(z) =ol.1 dz. ·· + (z-b )>-'.1. ---(z-b )"""-£ · @:1 ' 
o 1 n-~ 
where a~ is the point at infinity. Hence if one of the points 
a~ is the point at infinity the effect on (5.9) will simply 
be to drop out the term containing the point ai. 
6. Circular Polygons 
Let us now consider the transformation 
(6.0) u = g (w):: aw+ b 
cw+d ' 
ad .. be ~o 
' 
where w =f(z). Wewish to find a relation between w and u and 
their derivatives independent of a, b, c, and a, the complex 
constants, and hence independent of the position of the 





Thus we have 
(6 .• 3) 
u 1 = du _ ad - be w' 
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Dirr erentiating ag·ain we get 
(6.4) 
• 
Squaring (6.J.) we get 
(6.5) u'' -i (-,) u 
u 4c1 w'~ 4cwll 
- (!!, )1 + ....... --.-. 
- W ( CW + d) 1 - CW+ d • < 
Using all these results we obtain 
2.. 
U II , " , 2 1 ' 2cw'' 1 u'' • 1 w'' 2. ( ) CW ) _ C W (· ) _ ~'-,) ii' .. W' -ccw+d)~ .. cw+-d=2U' 2'w 
or 
(6.6) U II , 1 u'' w ,, 1 1 w" 1. (
- ) - -(... ) 1. :: ( - ' ) - -( - , ) u' 2 u' w 2 w • 
Both sides of this equation are independent of a, b, c, and d. 
This is what we were looking·. for. The right hand side of (6.6) 
is called the Schwarzian derivative of w with respect to z. 
Due to Cayley it is usually denoted {w,,zJ. Thus 
(6.7) 
• 
Hence we have what is known as the invariance preperty 
{u,z}= {w,z}, where u is a linear transformation of w. 
We shall now consider a domain in thew-plane bounded 
by a finite number of circular arcs. We shall call such a domain 
a circular polygon. We shall try to determine a function w = f(z) 
such that the upper half plane Im(z) > O map:r. ont·o the interior 
of our circular polygon. 
By the generalization of the.symmetry principle we 
observe that w: f(z) must be regular at all p_oints of the re~l ...... 
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axis excep,t a1 , a 2,---, a,, whose images correspond to the verticss 
of the. circular p,olygon. We have a conformal map at all points 
of the half plane Im(z)>O and at p·oints of the real axis except 
• 
a1 , a1 ,---,an at which point~ the deriv~tive does not exist. 
Therefore {w,z} is regular in the closed half plane Im(z))O 
except at the points- aL o,n the real axis. By a suitable linear 
transformation we can map one of the circular arcs in the 
. 
w-plane onto the real axis 1n the u-plane. Suppose u=g (w) is 
this transformation. Then from (-6.6) we have fu,z.}::. [v,z}. 
Now the transformation z onto u maps a ·portion of the rea.l 
axis,· say the linear segment ai. < z< ai+1 , onto a portion of 
• 
, the real axis. For these values of z the function u~u(z) will 
be real and so will its derivatives. Therefore [u,z} will be 
real for, values a.:< z- < a c:+1 , hence by ('6. 6) f w, z} is also rea·l 
for these values. Thus the S'chwar,zian derivative of the mapping 
function w=f c·zy is real at all points of the real axis except 
:at the points a1 , a2 ,---, a·n· 
Let us now examine the points of singularity of v;::f(z) 
and therefore of its Schwarzian derivative, that is,at a,1,---, 
an• Let us loo·k at the invariance property (6.6) of {w,z} with 
respect to a linear transfo;rmation. Let the linear transforma-
tion be one sueh that the vertex corresponding to z~al is 
carried into the origin and maps the two circular arcs meeting 
at this vertex with angle TI~ into two straight lines. Since 
we wish to have a conformal map the straight lines shall 
intersect at the origin at an angle lToLi,. The Schwarzian deriv-
ative was not affected by this linear transformation; hence 
. . -·-· - . - ' . . . . . . .. --....... , . . ~ ,.---.. . - ~ -N' ·--· a '--·-·--· 0 •• - •• ,, .. ---•--·--.. • 
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the singularity at z=a,: can be obtained from the assumption 
that a piece of the real axis containing z=a, is mapped onto 
two linear segments meeting at the origin at an angle lTolL• 
As shown in the· derivation of the Schwar·z c:=- Christoffel formula 
ot." such a function f(z) is of the form f(z) = (z -a~) ... h~ (z) where 
hi (z)' is regular at z=au hi (ai.)~O and h 1 (z) is real if z is 
real. From this expression we obtain _ 
(6.8)' 
t'' c··zl __ I - I. "(zl 2. '1- ol..:, 2 ~ L 
fw,z}=Cr'(z)) - f<f' 1 (z) J =f tz -a~)2.+ z -ai.+hz(z) 
where h 2(zY is regular at z:aL and 
is real. By doing this same computation at all points ai,---, 
an we find that 
2. 
(·6.g) { w. z} --- t I - oL:. - @~ 
' (z -a·) 1 z -ai 
\ 
":1 L '1 L: 1.= 
is regular at the points ai,---, an and theref'ore at all points 
or the :real axis. No,t only is c·6.g) regular at all points of 
the real axis but it is also real at all points of the real 
,axis. It was shown that { v, z} is real for real z •.• The constants 
ch.,. ~.:. and al are real. It follows that (z - a~ )-j and (z - ai: )· - 2 
are real for real z since al is real. We will now state without 
proof a theorem: 
Theorem: An analytie funetion which is regular in a closure 
of a domain and takes only real values on the boundary of 
the domain, reduces to a constant. 
A proof of this theorem may be found in Nehari, p. 132. Thus 
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--~·- ......... . 
- • .... ... _ _. ..... 1 ,. 
• =' ......... tw>-·,•, ..... ., .. 
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the function w: rc·z·)' mapping Im(zl> 0 onto a circular polygon 
<!• 
with angles TI~,---,TTol" satisfies_. the differential equation 
(0.10) 
where ~1, ---, @", a-1 are real constant$'. ·. 
• 
. "., 
These constants are not entirely independent of each 
. ~-
· other however. If none of th~_points a1,---, a,, coincide with 
.. 
thepoint at in.fini ty, w -=.·f (';)'·.:::is ·. regu1·ar at z=ao. Henee there 
is an exp·ansion which/ q:_on~erg.es near z = o0 of the form 
' ' 
( ) ·,·. . . Ct . C 1 f z = e· + - + - + --- . 
· ·. . 
0 
. z z 1 • 
From (6.7) we get z·Lt as the firs.t term o·r this expansion near 
z =o0. The first terms 1n· ;the· corresponding expansion of (6.10) 
are 
"" 
<f' + ;.!.i: @ l + ' ~ \la i ~ ( + f(1 - c:( 'l J1 + 
· z z 1 l.,._L .:J 
,~l ,=1 ::, 
, ~:f fR;.a·" + a, (1 ·-ol, 2 )1 • hz L~ t. ,. .J 
t::.1 . 
Equating c.oeff.icients O·f' like terms we have 
.. 
. )(6.11) 
If one of the points a:r,---, an coin~ides with z=o0, 
the expansion of { w, z} near z,,. o0 begins with the term t(l - orl 1.) z - ~ 
if Tkis the corresponding angle of the polygon. Thus the rirst 
-\ 
two eonditions of (6.11) hold. 
. . . " .... . ,,;··,.- . 
. . 
.; ;...·~. ,. .. ~ .. , ... ·-:-
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Upon examination of (6.11) we see that these four re-
lations are the only ones that exist between the constants in 
equation (6.10). The solution of (6.10) must be able to represent 
the most general circular polygon P~, whose sides are n circu-
lar arcs. Each are is determined by the radius and two coordin-
ates or the center of the circle. Thus Pn is determined by 3n 
conditions. Since three arbitrary points· can be made to corres-
pond to three given points we have 3n ~ 6 conditions to deter-
mine our polygon. _/ """. 
In ( 6.10) there are· 3n + 1 conditions, namely; l/1, ot.~ ,. 
l3t, and at.• Deducting the four relatio·ns in (6.11) we have 3n .. 3 
conditions. By a linear transformation of Im(.z) onto itself 
r however, three of the p·oints a1 , --- ,.an can be brought into 
pres·cri bed position on the real axis. Thus we can eliminate 
three more conditions and we now have 3n - 6, which is precise-
ly the number which characterizes ~n. Thus it follows that no 
more relations can be expected between the constants in (6.10). 
If w is a solution of (6.10) then by (6.6) u will als·o 
be a solutiono By (6.0) we see that u contains three arbitrary 
constapts· since one of the four constants can be made equal 
to 1 without al ter·ing the value of u. Since ( 6 .10 )' is a 
differential equation of the third order whose general solution 
cannot contain more than three independent arbitrary constants, 
it is sufficient to find one particular solution and the 
genercrl solution will follow by a arbitrary linear transforma-
tion. The finding of this particular so·-lution is further abetted 
by the following theorem: 
•I.' ~, I I 
,• :. . ,. - . 
,r,', • •" r' •• ' • " 
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Theo.rem: If v 1 and v2 are two linearly independent solutions 
of the linear diffferential equation 
V 11 ( Z ) + p ( Z )· V ( Z J· : 0 
then 
u(z):: vi (z) 
V2. (z) 
is a solution of the equation 
f u,z} :: 2p(z) • 
Proof: Let v 2Ci)u(z): v 1 (z). Now substituting this 
in 
... .. ~ 
ve have 
V2II U· + 2V I I+ II t 0 2. U U V 2. V z up : 
or 
v2 u''+zv2' u'+ u(v2 "+v2p) =O 
Because v2'' + v 2p = 0 , 
II I I 
vl.u +2vz u =O • 
Thus 
'' u 
u' = -2 • 
Thus 
I I 
[ u, z} :: -2 (~lr ) I -2( V Z, )2. • 
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f u,z}= -2p(z) • 
q. E. D. 
Combining (6.IOl, (6.11), (6.12) we thus conclude if 
w = f(z) maps Im(z)·> 0 onto a circular polygon composed of n 
circular arcs and iff the point z =- a'- on the real axis corres-
ponds to a vertex of angle nett, then · 
- f ( ) - Vi (z) 
W- Z - () , 
Vz. Z 
where v1 (z), v 2 (z) are two linearly independent solutions of 
.,,,. 
the differential equation 
and the real 
v''(z) + l,t 1 - o(~ 1 L. (z -at: ) 1 
L:.1 
v(z) = O 
z -a~ 
co~stants ~,: are subject to the relations 
t(3~ =0 , t~ ~La.:_+ 1 -eC:j:o , 
,__ .1 ,>-1 t@~ a .:. :L + a i. (1 - a i. '1)1 = O • 
L•1 J 
.':'. 
Let us look at a circular arc triangle as a specific 
example of the circular pol.ygon. Let w = f(z) be our mapping 
function which maps Im(z)>O onto the interior of the circu~ar 
arc triangle. Further, suppose that the points· z-=. 1, o, and o0 . ~ 
~ 
eorrespond to the vertices of our triangle. We know ( CB.!atheodory, 
Theory of,; Functions, Vol. I, p. 59 ff ) the shape of a circu-
. lar arc triangle is uniquely determined by the angles which 
-
~ 
.. ~·:--~·..-·. .:: ' .'- -~ . 
'I, 
'. 
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henceforth we shall. denote TToti, i = 1,2,3, with O~cl.i- ~ 1. 
Now suppose we let 
(6.13) {w,z} = F(z) • 
We wish to determine an expansion of_F(z) at z= 1. Let the angle 
at which z: 1 is mapped be 1Tol1 and assume Tfcl1> 0. By using 
the mapping v= wi, the boundary in the neighborhood of v = 1 
coincides with a segment of the real axis. Hence we can write 
::, 
~ ,. 
w = ai (z - 1) + a 2 (z - 1) + --- , 
where a1 ~ o, so that . 
=where b1 ~ O. Then 
(6.14) 
w= G,1.Cz -1)+ a2.Cz -lt +---Jet.t .. 
=(z ... 1/i ~i + bz (z -1) + --- ] 
' 
I d. -i. [ 
w =- (z - 1) 1 c.i. + c 1 (z - 1) + ---] , 
where e1 ~ 0 and the power series has a non-zero radius of con-
vergenc·e. If the triangle has a cusp at f(l), that is, o/.i:: o, " 
we can then map this point, by a suitable transformation, onto 
the point v = o0. Let this transformation be 
,_ .. .,. i.rrwo ( '2. 
e =d1 z -1) + d 2(z -1) + ---
' 
where di* o. Then 
(6.15) w:: d1, + 2d2. (z -l; + --- = (z -lf .i rA + A (z -1)+--:J , 
di+ dz. cz -1) + --- L 1 2 J 
whe·re Ai* O. Thus (6.14) and (6.15) are of the same form if 
we set c('.i. =- 0 in (6.14), where of course the coefficients are 
not necessarily the same. Thus we have 
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__ d fiog vil: «'.1 -1 + B .. + B2(·z -.1)' + ---dz t J z _ 1 4a 
and 
\ 
_di. Gog w "il: 1 - ci(,i + a regular .function 
dz1 L J (1 -z) 2 
and 
.1. de I 1 ..l:. 1 -cil,i 2.+ h 0 (z) ~ -dz -~log w ) = -a- + a regular function • 
l - z 1 ... z 
... 
Thus from (6.13) we get 
c·6.16l 
[ } 1 - ol F(z) = w, z ~ d )1 + a regular function ·1i wz 2 
-· 
_ t (1 ... cl1)1. h 0 (z) 
1 + + a regular function n -z) I - z 
1 - o(.i 2. ho(z) 
: + ~i + a regular function • 
2(1 -z) 2 1 - z 
A similar procedure in the neighborhood of z = 0 will 
give us 
( 6 .17 )1 F(. ) 1 - ol.. 2
1 h1(z) 
z · = + + a regular function 
2z 2 z 
Now· at the point z-= .o we notice that if we let 
1 
Z: .... ' t dz= -
1 dt tl ' 
• 
then in the neighborhood of t: 0 we have, by (6.17), 
fw-, t} : 1 -at., + ha.(t l + a regular function 
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w' : d w = _ t 2 d w 
dz dt 
' 
log w' = log ~ + 2log t + lTi dt • 
..S. log w' = 
dz 
tt d [1 ·~ ;i -
- dt ogwj- ... t - log -- - 2t 2 d [ dw] dt dt 
d 2 log w·' d d ('l ' )' - d ta. d ('l , )·· 
dz 2 = - - og w - . - og w dz dz dz dt --
-t2~l..t1 ...!!c1og w'il = t 11 d 2 (1og dw) + 2t 3 4 (1og ~) 
. dt L dt J dt ~ dt dt dt 
' 
1 d 2 
- 2 dz(log w') = -
" 'd d 2. 
: (log at> - 2t1 _!(log ~) - Zt 2 • dt dt 
Hence from\ (6·.13)' we have 
F( )-· ~ } 1./ d dw t '1- d dw . 2 
. z :: l.w,z = t dt(logdt) - 2 dt(log dt) 
Then using (6.18). and (6.19) we get 
t2.(l ;J3) + t 3 h 2 (t) + t ~ q>Ct) 
and 
('6.20) F(z) = 1 -ol1 + hz.(z) 1 ~ Cl) 
2·z2 zl + z'+ '1' T • 
a,• •. : 
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:Henee (6.16)', (6.17) and (6.20 )" together are regular· in the 
entire plane and c·onverges to zero. as: z tends to infinity • 
Bence by Liouville ''s theorem they vanish ident·1cally, hence 
(6.21) ( .. 1'-d.iz ho(z) 1-ol.,_ ~(z) F z) ::. 2'(]. -z J 2 + 1 - z. + 2z 2. + z 
From (6.20) it follows that 
Then (.'6. 21) 
the latt.er 
·Iim z F(z)' = o· , 
z-.o0 
l ~ol. 
lim z 2F(z) = 2 J • z-.a.o 
and (6.22J gives- us h1 = h 2. and 
I 'J.. l - ~~ 6 1·o1.~ bi: ... °'1 + .. 3 + 
' 2 2 2· ~ 
because of 
.! + 1 
z l - z 
l 
=----z(l .. z)' • 
Thus the function w:: f (zl we are looking for , that is, one 
• 
tha1t. maps, Im('z) > 01 onto the interior' o:f the eircular arc triangle 
with vertices at f(l), f(O)' and f(-"), must be a solution of 
the third order differential equation 
1 ': ·~ 2 1 ol. 1 1 -1 1 - , 1 a F(sl={v,z}: - 1 2 + -2. 2 + -~1 -rat1. +«1 • 2(1 -z) 2z 2z(l - z) (6~23) 
I:r u(z,) is any solution of (6:·.23l such that u '(z) ~.o at all 
interior points· of Im(z), then by the invariance pro,perty the 
function 
v(z) = au(z) + b , ad - be \ O 
C'U(Z) + d 
is likewise a solution. Thus.·. every solution or· (6.23) that is 
·~ ·.:: . 
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regular and non-constant· at all points- interior to Im(z) ~ O 
rep,res·ents a mapping onto the c·ir·cula:rr arc triangle w1 th angles: 
1Ta11 , Tfo(2 , Tral3 o Thus by a linear transformation we can obtain 
all other circular arc tr·iangles ,having the same angles. 
' 
7 .. Distortion Theorems· 
To develop the so ealled distortion theorems· ve shall 
make use o·f univalent functions. Univalent functions are of 
special interest and ;importance in confo.rmal mapping·. A 
univalent function :f(zJ,, delfined in a dom~in D of the z--plane, 
! 
has the proper·ty· that it takes- on no value more than once· in 
D, that is, z1 ~ z 1 implies f('z1 J ~ f(z 2 }. If a function is 
univalent, it is neees.sarily single-valued,. but not viee versa. 
Thus· the image of D is a domain that is not overlapping and 
contains• no branch points. 
A univalent function ean ~ave only one simple pole, 
for otherwise the function value infinity would oecur more than 
once. There is no loss· in generality in sup,posing the pole is 
at z -= O', for 1:r it were not we could define 
where z = ot. is the pole . or .f ( z )'. Since the trans~ormation 
&+~ ~ z ... 1 + ol z maps- the domai.n I zl < l onto i tsel:f, provided toe l < 1, 
m:1 (z.) is· also 11nivalent· in lzl < 1 and the pole· is· obviousJ.y 
located at z = o·. We can further make the residue take on the 
value one· by, multiplying by a suitable, constant. 
Nov. suppose ve let P be the c·lass of 1mivalent functions in 
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I zt < I,. having a pole at· z = o·,J with Laurent expansion ; 
C'7 .l} f'('z} = 1 + bo + b1 Z' --- • z 
The .following· important result·, known as the.- area 
theorem, holds for runctions of class P. 
Theorem: If f('z) belongs- to the elass o,f functions- P· then 
• 
To show· t·his inequality we will map a circular: d·isk 
I zi ~ r < 1 onto a d-omain D such that the boundry Jzl = r is· 
·e map·ped onto c-. Using polar coord·inates for z:- we have z =re'-
vbe:re O< e , 21T and· r is fixed. Then as we let r approach 
I we will obtain the result we are looking for. Let ·D·' be 
the complement of D, where D is the image of I zl< 1 under 
the transformation (·7 .1), and· let C be. their eommon boun~7. 
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Since f(z)' bas· a simple po,le·· at z -0, D extends to :Infinity .. 
S1n~e·- the function is univalent the r·egion outside the unit 
ei:rele in the z-plane corre·sponds to a simply~ connected 
region in the w.-plane ~ieh has a :finite area. It is not 
important that we know Were this· reg·ion is located, just 
that its area is finite·. The area of D' can be expressed 
as 
"1,· : ( u dv = r u dv de J, Jc. de 
' 
where o·< e ~ 21T and r is fixed 1n our p,olar coordinates- and· 
v = f (zl = u + iv, u = u(eJ, v = v ( eJ. This last expression 
for the area of o·~ can be w.ritt·en as 
i u(S)v' (e)de = (1.11' w<eY + i('e) "v'~ e) - W'(a) de • ~ ) 0 2 21 
"'> e,C) 
Let u(e) = f L[b eine + b e-ine]rn and 
1'-=-:1 n " 
v(6) =- l- [[b.,eina - ~e-ine1rn ~ 
~l 11\=-i . d 
dv('e) = f-f n[b..,eine+b~e=-in® J r1 • SUppose, for brevity in 
n ;-z 
our writing, we let [b~eine + b-;.e-ins] rI1 = Gl'I .. Then 
1.0 1 ~ fc u a~ de:: - i J:1[t.~nrll >t t
2
nGnrDJde , 
where the minus s.ign eomes- from the f ac·t that the positive 
direc,tion around C w1 th resp,ect to D is the negative direc--
tion around C with r·espeet to D' • This last expression is 
then 
1tic-1 b- )(1 b )'· + c·1 b- )":(1 b ) .. r2~r1"lb .... l1 } -2 C·r+ r 1 T - r i . r - r l , r + r i L _.u_ n .. 
"•2. 
- . . - -- .. 
~· t .. , ··.·· --
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n[!1 -f_nr 1 ~ lb.,1 2 } • 
n:~ 2w 
Remembering in the integration that.i eine d8 equals O when 
n ~ o., and 21T when n = O •. Since area is positive ve have 
This inequ~li ty holds for z ~ r < 1,. thus 1 t is true for 
r near one;- hence·, we have (7 .z) as r .. l. We see .d1r-~ctly 
from C7 •. 2J that 
• 
To see that there exists a function such that rbJ =-1, 
ve observe from (7.ZJ f'or this- to be so b2 -= b 3= --- =o of' (7.1). 
Hence (7.1) reduces to 




The constant b0 can be negleeted since it accounts only for·a 
, •·shifttt and does not af'fec··t the shape o.f the map •. I:f we let 
b. - e21l i.,. ' 
Thus 
0~ ~ < 2lT, we have 
V ,: f O ( Z} : l + e21t z • z 
', 
f O c81e ): 8 -ie + e2ir' + ie = ~ei" ('ei(e+ r ) + 8 -i(e + r)) 
=2e1~ cos: ce + 2S') • 
Thus· if z describes the 11nit eirele, its image w describes both 
sides off a linear segment o,f length two,: 1Ii th center at the 
origin, and at an angle ?!' with the positive Ref~} = axis .. Hence, 
equality in (7.3)~ c·an hold only for functions mapping lzl < 1 
•• • ... ····-··-·· 9'11> • 
. !''', 
• .... • .. ,- .. ,. . .~ ........... ,. .. ..•• ..,. . . ···-·· • _ .. _ .... vii ............. -- -~. • ..... ..,., .• 
,-, 
• I f,~ o,l,~,,t .... , -~:~ • I J.i.~ 
I 
. ,,.,. .. ,,,4, .• ,. ......... , 
J: 
.. ,. . . -··· v- ·, 
.,.. . · .. -··- . -1 
........ .. ,,,,,. . ... ' ... ~- _..... ... ' 
-111•-•>·•·...,• .... --... ~-··JJ-·t,~ --- • :--~· ... ~··.......,. ......... . 
onto the full v-plane vhieh has a linear slit of length four. 
We now wish to eonsider the class of univ-alent 
functions with a Taylor expansion 
' 
lzl< 1. 
Let us call this class· S. We may assume the expansion is 
around the origin r·or if t.his is not the case, say it is 
expanded around z :oc, we eonsider the :function 





z('l + 82 z + a3 z1.. + --- J, 
That .is, if f(zJ E S then rf z) E P and ve ~an use the inequality 
of the area theorem on it. Using (7.3·J ve see that 
(7.5) 
• 
_ Now suppose we observe the function 
(7 .6)' 
: z+ ~ai+ a1 a."+ ---2 m , 
... "" 
· .. , ..... - ·--..-···- - . 
... 
,, • .--1,..J• ~ •• ····- ···--··... • .•• 
. . . ···:·'" :;~: ,. . . ... .. . ... . . 
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where mis some integer. This function is obviously regular in 
I z-1 < 1 if we choose the eorrect branch of ~ • To sho11' that 
g(z) is univalent supposeve le't g(z1):g(z 2), zi.~ z2 , lz1J, 
'--·' 
• 
Since f(z) is univalent in lzl< 1, (7.7) holds only if z11 :. z/· • 
Since zi, z 2 ve are left vi th the possibility that z1 = .. z 2 • 
I 
I 
If this we·re true we would have g ( z1 ) =- g (-z ~ • However 11 by 
(7.6) g(.z) is an odd :function'./ that is, g(-z1 ):. -g(z1 )., Thus 
·~ 
g(z) is univalent in lz.l<l and (7.4) appliea to ito The second· 
and third coefficients of the expansion for g ( z) are O and ;.a , 
respect iv:ely. App:lying (7.5), we have 
(7 .8)' 
To see that there exists a function such that f a1 I = 2, 
we observe the function 
w = f 1 (z) = (I : z)'Z. • 
~ 
'suppose we consider the set of points ) , IT I ~ 1 . Then 
whicll maps· I! I = 1 onto the negative real axis from ..i. to O and 
ITJ>1 onto the whole w-plane, tha~ is, the whole w-plane except 
\. ) the negative real axis from -,. to O. Thus the function w = fi (z) 
map:s l zl < 1 onto a region whose complete bo·undary consists or 
the negative real axis from. -i to o0. 
. ,_ 
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-1 
It can be shown that tor all f E s, 
la3l~3 • 
This and other considerations-, which it is not the object of 
this paper to go into, con:fer a certain degree of possibility 
to the conjecture, known as Bieberbach 9s eonjeeture, that the 
coefficients are subject to the inequality 
· I a_,I ~ n • 
This conjecture has neither been- proved or disproved so far. 
·It has been proved,hovever,that if the coefficients are real 
than. 
(\ 
I_ art I~ n • 
A result that has been proved so rar for the coefficients of 
the univalent function is 
where e is the base for the natural log·arithms. This· result 
was established by I.E. Bazilyevieh in 1951. 
Nov· suppose we have a point c in the w-plane w1 th f E S 
such that f(z)~ c in I z I< 1. Then the function 
f(z) 1 
f 2(z)= = z+(a2+-)z2.+---l ~ f(z) e • 
C 
This is achieved by writing f(z) out in the form (7.~l and di-
viding. The function f 2 (z) will then be un.~valent and regular 
in I z.l < 1. Applying ( 7. 8") ve have· 
~ - -· ... - - -·· :: . •' ·---- -·";- ... ---=-·--···· ~ .. . 
'• .,, ••,. ..... ., •" I .,, .. -.. ' ... , ................... . 
.. -·. .... . ......... , ....... ··----·····.....,. .... .,., ....... 
Applying (7.8) again we have 
or 
We have thus proved that. no boundary point or the image region 
of' I zl < 1 under the univalent .function .f(z) :is closer to the 
-origin than t. Or in other word~j the cronformal map or the unit 
disk by the univafent function f(z)' contains all points of 
the d1sk lvl<!. 
4 
This last result is one of a group of results known 
as distortion theorems. That is, the eonforma1 map of a domain 
R onto D can be r.eg~ardedl as a distortion of the shape R n~ 
sulting in the shape of D. Any theorem giving limitations for 
the amount of distortion is called a distortion theorem. 
Once more 1et us look at (7o4}. As p·oint .. ed out in the · 
beginning of this section if f(z) is univalent in t·zf < 1 then 
f (z + f ) is also, where I JI < 1. The function l+f z 
·'..:.,,, 
. :r ( z.+ ! )-- fC:f) 
( ) l+ f z g z = ---==---






can be shown,by a simpleca·lc·ulation,to satisfy g(O)=o, g· 1 (0'.);l 
and therefore belongs to S. The second coefficient of its 
Taylor's expansion is 
11 r "cf> ci - I f I 1 > -2 f I ('f) - 21' '2 • 
!replacing the variable r by z and by a simple operation we obtain 
zr"(z) _ 2 lzl < 4- lzl • 
f'(z) l ... lzl 1 ' 1 - lzl 2 
Whence 
Since 
Thus· (7.11) may be -written as 
-2,e .. 4 ~·I,_ li(4+2e 
1 - e 2.' ~e log· r ( z) °' 1 - e t . 
~ Integrating (7.12) from O to e we get 
1og-c1 -e> - 31ogc1+~ >, 1eglr'-cz>I, 1ogc1+ e > - 31ogc1 -e> 
which yields 
('7 .13) 1 - e I , 1..-, 1 + e I I - O< (11-e>'~ r Cz>,~ (1 -e JJ , z - ~ 1 . 
This result, (7.13), is known as Koebe's distortion theorem. 
r 
It shows that the local distortion can not vary very much as we 
., . .,, .. , ... .; . •'••.;•.. ~- ........ _.,  .,.. ... .......... ,, . ··- ,... ·• 
..... ''-' 




···- ' ... ' 
move around in I zl < 1. 
If we integrate along the linear segment· connecting 
the origin to the point z· we have 




((fl+~ d - ~ 
... Jo ( l "" e Ji e - (1 - e ) 2. • 
) 
In order to obtain a lower bound for lr(z)l'We first of all 
assume lr(z)l<t. By applying (7.10) we see that the linear seg-
ment K connecting the origin and the point f(z) will be complete~ 
ly covered by the image of lzl< 1. Let L be the arc of lzl<1 
which maps- onto this- linear segment then we have dw::. r' (z)dz 
along L. Then using (7.lJ) again we have 
(?.151 
We have the absolute value o·f the integra-1 equals· the integral 
_of the absolute value along· K, 'sinc·e K is a linear segment. 
The inequality, (7.15'),will be SS.tis:fied if lr(z)l~i since 
e I. (1+ ~ J 1 <i; :for 0~ ~ < 1 • Combining (7.14) and (7.15')" we have 
The function 
l 
........ ~ _ _......,, 
"'· z Ii =f.(z) = ---... r c1 - z >a. 
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shovs this result is sharp, that is, the best possible result. 
The left-hand side of (7.16) says, ag before, that the boundary 
of the image region does not get too close to: the origin. The 
right-hand side gives a bo·und for the rapidity of growth of 
a function in I zl<l. As the boundary 0 1f the unit disk is ap-
proached lr(z)I can become· in:rinite at mo,st like the second 
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